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Frequently Asked Questions 

Most questions can be answered by referring to NC General Statute 35A. 

Who can best serve as an individual's guardian?  

The person who cares most about the incompetent individual, and who has been interested and involved 

with him or her is the first choice. Usually, that person is a family member. If the individual has no 

family, another interested person will be asked to serve as his or her guardian. 

Can parents take part in deciding who should be appointed as their child's guardian even if they 

do not wish to be appointed themselves?  

Yes. Parents can help locate and recommend an interested person to serve as legal guardian for their son 

or daughter. For example, elderly parents may prefer that one of their other children be appointed as 

guardian. A testamentary guardian can only be named in the parent's will for a child who is under 18 

years of age. 

Who may file an incompetency petition?  

Any person with good intentions who feels that a person would benefit from having an appointed 

guardian may file a guardianship (incompetency) petition. It could be a family member, representative 

from a department of social services, mental health center or other person who knows the individual, 

may file a petition with the Clerk of Superior Court. 

What information is needed in petition for incompetence?  

The petitioner completes a special form which includes the person's name, address, and county of 

residence of the respondent and petitioner, a general statement about the respondent's assets and 

liabilities, facts to show the respondent is incompetent and why incompetence is sought. These 

statements and petitions must be notarized before being filed with the Clerk of Court. 

How does one become a guardian for a relative?  

The petitioner can file for guardianship with the Clerk of Court of the county in which the individual 

alleged to be incompetent lives/resides. The Clerk may appoint as guardian an adult individual, a 

corporation, or a public agency. The Clerk decides the qualifications of the guardian. The petitioner files 

for guardianship with the Clerk. The Clerk appoints an attorney as guardian ad litem to act on the 

individual’s behalf during the guardianship proceedings. The Clerk can order a multi-disciplinary 

evaluation if requested or needed. The Clerk sets a hearing date and conducts the hearing. The clerk then 

decides whether to dismiss the petition or declare the individual incompetent. If the individual is found 
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to be incompetent the Clerk must appoint a guardian after hearing testimony as to who should be the 

guardian. During the hearing, the Clerk and guardian ad litem generally ask the social worker and other 

witnesses about the individual’s abilities and needs. The Clerk then asks the relative or other potential 

guardian if he or she understands the responsibilities and duties required to be a guardian, and whether 

he or she is willing to serve. 

Where is the guardianship hearing held?  

The hearing to decide competency and guardianship can be held in the county in which the petition is 

filed or where the respondent lives or is receiving treatment. 

Does the respondent's family need a lawyer?  

Not usually. However, sometimes the family wishes to speak to an attorney about guardianship. The 

Clerk of Court will appoint an attorney to serve as Guardian Ad Litem. The respondent may hire his 

own counsel. 

Is there a fee for the guardianship proceedings?  

There is a filing fee which is charged for filing the petition. In addition, while there is no fee charged to 

the guardian of the person, a bond is fixed in cases in which a general guardian or guardian of the estate 

is appointed. (e.g., in estates in which the guardian will be responsible for managing large amounts of 

money or other property belonging to the incompetent individual.) The amount of the bond is set 

according to the value of the estate, and it is generally purchased like an insurance policy. 

Is the legal guardian financially responsible for the ward, and is he or she required to take the 

ward home?  

No. The law does not place these responsibilities on the guardian. 

What are a guardian's responsibilities?  

A general guardian or guardian of the person is expected to take part in planning for living arrangements 

for the ward, as well as being responsible for seeing that the ward is cared for and has the training, 

education, employment, or other services that he or she needs. The guardian must take reasonable care 

of the ward's personal property. The guardian is also expected to take any legal action needed to protect 

the ward. The guardian can give any consent or approval that may be needed to enable the ward to 

receive most medical, legal, or psychological services. The guardian may be requested to give other 

types of consent such as permission for the ward to participate in recreational activities. An annual 

report of financial transactions by a general guardian or guardian of the estate should be filed with the 

Clerk of Court. 

What happens when a guardian dies?  

The Clerk of Court will appoint another guardian if the first guardian dies and will use the same 

guidelines in selecting the new guardian as were used in choosing the first one. In other words, another 

family member would be sought first as a replacement for the guardian. 

 

 

 


